PSO-Assisted Development of New Transferable Coarse-Grained Water Models.
We have employed two-to-one mapping scheme to develop three coarse-grained (CG) water models, namely, 1-, 2-, and 3-site CG models. Here, for the first time, particle swarm optimization (PSO) and gradient descent methods were coupled to optimize the force-field parameters of the CG models to reproduce the density, self-diffusion coefficient, and dielectric constant of real water at 300 K. The CG MD simulations of these new models conducted with various timesteps, for different system sizes, and at a range of different temperatures are able to predict the density, self-diffusion coefficient, dielectric constant, surface tension, heat of vaporization, hydration free energy, and isothermal compressibility of real water with excellent accuracy. The 1-site model is ∼3 and ∼4.5 times computationally more efficient than 2- and 3-site models, respectively. To utilize the speed of 1-site model and electrostatic interactions offered by 2- and 3-site models, CG MD simulations of 1:1 combination of 1- and 2-/3-site models were performed at 300 K. These mixture simulations could also predict the properties of real water with good accuracy. Two new CG models of benzene, consisting of beads with and without partial charges, were developed. All three water models showed good capacity to solvate these benzene models.